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• Total Functioning Labs in Pakistan – 133
• Total Testing Capacity- 71,780
• Testing Conducted Last 24 hrs– 21,749
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A new study carried out by the global analysis has found that the death rate
for COVID patients in ICU has dropped by one third, partly due to better
hospital care.
Iraq has announced to reopen its airports for scheduled international traffic
from 23 Jul, after suspending regular commercial flights in March due to the
COVID outbreak.
With training camps set to open in less than two weeks, 72 National Football
League players have been tested positive for COVID in USA.
The US Homeland Security Department has said that it will extend restrictions
on non-essential travel at US land borders with Canada and Mexico till 20
August.
A parliamentary spokeswoman of Uganda has said that Uganda has begun the
mass testing to contain the surge in COVID cases in the country.
The British Government’s chief scientific adviser has said that the novel COVID
likely to return several times in the coming years, triggering new waves of the
COVID pandemic.
Brazil President Jair Bolsonaro has said that he has been tested positive for
COVID again.
France has accelerated plans to make it compulsory to wear face masks in
enclosed public spaces.
Britain’s National Cyber Security Centre has said that Hackers backed by the
Russian state are trying to steal COVID vaccine and treatment research from
academic and pharmaceutical institutions around the world.
DG WHO has joined the leadership of Spain, paying homage to those who have
lost their lives due to COVID, saluting heroic efforts of Health workers and
praising the Government’s resolute and robust response to reverse the virus
transmission.
Iraq has announced to lift a nationwide night time curfew after Eid-ul-Azha and
reopen restaurants and malls as long as they implement preventative health and
social distancing measures.
German Health Minister has urged the WHO to speed up its review of how it
handled the pandemic.
According to the report by the Institute for International Finance, Global debt
surged to a record 258 trillion USD in the first quarter of 2020 as economies
around the world has shut down to contain the COVID pandemic and debt
levels are continuing to rise.
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Interior Minister Brig (R) Ijaz Ahmad Shah has directed authorities to take stern
action against those who are spreading disinformation on COVID.
SAPM on Social Protection and Poverty Alleviation Dr.Sania Nishtar has said that
the Federal Government has increased the Ehsaas Programme's budget to
Rs. 203 billion.
Sindh information minister Nasir Hussain Shah has shared an awareness
message to urge people to seek counselling if they find themselves
depressed and in need of psychosocial support.
The Senate Standing Committee on Aviation in a meeting has recommended to
keep the PIA-owned Roosevelt Hotel's status unchanged until the novel
COVID is eradicated.
Sindh Government has extended the COVID related lockdown till 15 Aug,
in a bid to stem the infection from spreading.

